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Review the science
Terence Corcoran 

Two weeks ago on this page 60 scientists, most of them climate specialists who are skeptical of official global-warming theory, signed an open letter to Prime Minister Stephen Harper. The Skeptic 60 called on the Prime Minister to launch a review of the science behind Canadian climate policy. This week, 90 scientists from the other side of the issue rallied with a competing letter, arguing that the science is settled and we should move on to action.
So it looks like we have at least the beginnings of a debate, long overdue and of vital importance to Canada and its economy. Before Mr. Harper gives this debate a green light, however, he should probably weed through the new letter that just landed on his desk from the Climate 90. Who are these scientists? While there appears to be a good number of solid researchers among the 90 listed on this page, there are also an astounding number of government employees and grant recipients.
In the scientists' words, "we urge you and your government to develop an effective national strategy" to deal with climate change. But eight of the signators are employees of Environment Canada, Ottawa's leading climate bureaucracy. Under what bureaucratic regime do civil servants -- members of the government -- sign letters urging the government to take action?
At least another 11 of the scientists work for other government agencies, such as Fisheries and Oceans Canada, the federal department responsible for policies and programs in support of Canada's oceans and inland waters. Another agency heavily represented is the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, along with the Pacific Fisheries Conservation Council.
Last week, the Harper government threw a blanket over Environment Canada employee Mark Tushingham before he got to publicize his novel, Hotter Than Hell. That's just for a piece of fiction. What would be the appropriate treatment for the 20 or so civil servants who actually signed a non-fiction letter telling the government what policy to adopt?
Still another nine signators are recipients of Canada Chairs, federal government-funded academic appointments at universities across Canada. And five of the scientists who call for action and more government funding are big recipients of government funding. Chief among this group is Gordon McBean, head of the Canadian Foundation for Climate and Atmospheric Sciences.
The Climate 90 letter, in fact, was released through Mr. McBean's government-funded foundation. A number of the signators are in turn recipients of funding from Mr. McBean's foundation. For example, Konrad Gajewski of the University of Ottawa received $265,700 from the McBean operation to study Arctic climate variability. Adam Monahan of the University of Victoria got $130,000 to study interactions in space and time in the climate system.
In all, at least eight of the Climate 90 received money from the McBean foundation. Is it appropriate for Mr. McBean, dispenser of cash, to be soliciting recipients of the cash to sign a letter to the government claiming scientific alarm as justification for more cash?
Another half dozen in the group are environmental activists, members of the United Nations climate assessment team or with other governments. In all, at least 40 of the Climate 90 are government-related or government-funded researchers and activists.
Aside from the dubious origins of the Climate 90 letter, it certainly supports the Skeptic 60 claim that there is major disagreement among scientists. The Skeptic 60 letter can be found at www.canada.com/nationalpost/ financialpost/story.html?id=3711460 e-bd5a-475d-a6be-4db87559d605.
We have clear evidence of scientific disagreement, and that's just in Canada. Internationally, the debate over climate-change theory intensifies daily. Two major conferences, one in Europe and the other in New Mexico, will explore the growing scientific conflict over climate change as it moves to new levels of understanding.
In London in June, the HOLIVAR 2006 Open Science Meeting will examine natural climate variability and global warming. The conference program says "not everyone accepts that the observed warming of the last few decades is caused by increased concentrations of greenhouse gasses associated with human activity." Sponsored by the European Science Foundation, the HOLIVAR conference will look at non-human causes of climate variation over the last 11,500 years.
In New Mexico, the Second International Conference on Global Warming and the Next Ice Age takes place in July. Sponsored by the Centre for Space Science and Exploration, the conference will focus on "drivers and regulators of climate change and variability other than greenhouse gases."
It may be news to many Canadians, but the possible causes of global warming -- to whatever degree it might be happening -- range far beyond human carbon emissions. Changes in the behaviour of the sun, the role of aerosols and other natural factors may be as important, if not more important, than human behaviour.
The greater the uncertainty over the causes of climate variation -- from getting hotter to cooling down -- the more Canada needs to re-evaluate its climate policies and spending. The science needs to be openly reviewed. The letters from the Skeptic 60 and the Climate 90 prove that point.
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